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Travel in an unexplored path  
 

Imagination leads to creativity 
Creativity blossoms thinking 

Thinking provides knowledge  
Knowledge makes you great. 

  

I am delighted to address and interact with the students 

and Faculty members of Shiv Nadar University.  My greetings 

to the faculty members, students, staff and distinguished 

guests present here. I am happy that Shiv Nadar University 

has created an enduring research-led inter-disciplinary 

university of global standard in this beautiful environment. It 

is said that good teaching emanates from research. The 

teachers’ love for research and their experience in research are 

vital for the growth of the institution. Any University is judged 

by the level and extent of the research work it accomplishes. 

This sets in a regenerative cycle of excellence. Experience of 

research leads to quality teaching and quality teaching 

imparted to the young in turn enriches the research. 

 I appreciate that the students in this campus have the 

flexibility to choose courses across engineering, management, 

social sciences, liberal arts and communications and 

performing arts and carry out inter-disciplinary research.  The 
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knowledge base  and inspiration created by the Shiv Nadar 

University will enable the students to face the  challenges of 

the Nation in twenty first century, the results will be dramatic 

solutions that could be totally inconceivable with today’s 

experience. Hence, I would like to talk on the topic “Travel in 

an unexplored path”.  

 

Research Teaching Research 

 

 Technology is the non-linear tool available to humanity, 

which can affect fundamental changes in the ground rules of 

economic competitiveness. Science is linked to technology 

through applications. Technology is linked to economy and 

environment through manufacture of knowledge products. 

Economy and environment are linked to technology, which 

promotes prosperity to the society.   We have to use innovation 

to generate high value added products for becoming a global 

player. The foundation for economic growth is academic 

research and creativity leading to the creation of knowledge 

society. 

Unique you 

It is said, “History has proven that those who dare to 

imagine the impossible are the ones who break all human 

limitations. In every field of human endevour, whether science, 

medicine, sports, the arts, or technology, the names of the 

people who imagine the impossible are engraved in our 
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history. By breaking the limits of their imagination, they 

changed the world.” Of course, it is true in India, Sir CV 

Raman in discovering the Raman effect, Dr Vikram Sarabhai 

in space research and technology, Dr MS Swaminathan in first 

green revolution and Dr Verghese Kurien in white revolution, 

Jamshetji Tata for pioneering in steel manufacture and 

founding the science institutions have broken the barriers of 

impossibilities. Dear young friends, question is, are you willing 

to be the unique personality?      

Dear friends, Look up, what do you see, the light, the 

electric bulbs.  Immediately, our thoughts go to the inventor 

Thomas Alva Edison, for his unique contribution towards the 

invention of electric bulb and his electrical lighting system.  

When you hear the sound of aero plane going over your 

house, whom do you think of?  Wright Brothers proved that 

man could fly of course at heavy risk and cost.  

Whom does the telephone remind you of? Of course, 

Alexander Graham Bell. He suggested in 1905: 

 
 “Don’t keep forever on the public road, going 
only where others have gone. Leave the beaten 
track occasionally and dive into the woods. You 
will be certain to find something you have never 
seen before. It will be a little thing, but do not 
ignore it. Follow it up, explore all around it; one 
discovery will lead to another, and before you 
know it, you will have something worth thinking 
about.” 

………… Alexander Graham Bell 
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When everybody considered a sea travel as an experience 

or a voyage, a unique person questioned during his sea travel 

from United Kingdom to India.  He was pondering on why the 

horizon where the sky and sea meet looks blue? His research 

resulted in the phenomena of scattering of light.  Of course, 

Sir CV Raman was awarded Nobel Prize.  

Do you know an Indian Mathematician who did not have 

formal higher education but had inexhaustible spirit and love 

for mathematics which took him to contribute to the treasure 

houses of mathematical research – some of which are still 

under serious study and engaging all-available world 

mathematicians’ efforts to establish formal proofs? He was a 

unique Indian genius who could melt the heart of the most 

hardened and outstanding Cambridge mathematician Prof G H 

Hardy.  In fact, it is not an exaggeration to say that it was Prof. 

Hardy who discovered a great mathematician for the world.  

This mathematician was of-course Srinivasa Ramanujan for 

whom every number was a divine manifestation.  

Do you know about a man of science and about a life 

completely dedicated to innovation, creativity and scientific 

research? His most famous success was the astrophysical 

Chandrasekhar limit. The limit describes the maximum mass 

(greater than 1.44 solar masses) of a white dwarf star, or 

equivalently, the minimum mass for which a star will 

ultimately collapse into a neutron star or black hole following 

a supernova. The limit was first calculated by a scientist while 
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on a ship from India to Cambridge, England. Yes, I am 

referring to Prof Subramanian Chandrasekhar, who lived 

his entire life for research, research and research on cosmos.  

Do you know the technologist who has given Delhi Metro 

to the country and has ensured that, all the scheduled 

sections were completed by their target date or before and 

within their respective budgets through his technological and 

programme management skills? The dedicated and 

transparent leadership backed up with professional 

competence of this great technologist has given to the nation, 

one of the best transportation systems of the world at the most 

economic cost. Of course, I am talking about Shri E. 

Sreedharan.  

Friends, so far, we have studied those who walked into 

unexplored path and strived to be unique and are remembered 

for their contribution to the human kind. 

Inventions and discoveries have emanated from creative 

minds that have been constantly working and imagining the 

outcome in the mind.  With imagining and constant effort, all 

the forces of the universe work for that inspired mind, thereby 

leading to inventions and discoveries. The question is: are you 

willing to become a unique personality. Let me share an 

experience.   

I have, so far, met 12 million youth in India and abroad, 

in a decade’s time. I learnt, “every youth wants to be unique, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delhi_Metro
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that is, YOU! But the world all around you, is doing its 

best, day and night, to make you just “everybody else”. 

The challenge, my young friends, is that you have to fight 

the hardest battle, which any human being can ever imagine 

to fight; and never stop fighting until you arrive at your 

destined place, that is, a UNIQUE YOU!  Friends what will be 

your tools to fight this battle. There are four criteria for 

building a unique personality, what are they: have a great aim 

in life, continuously acquire the knowledge, work hard and 

persevere to realize the great achievement.  

 

Distinctive Profile of India by 2020 

Friends, for the past several years, I have been 

discussing with the young and experienced on the vision of the 

nation and how each one, whatever be his or her professional 

orientation, can contribute to the pillars of development. As I 

envisage, the pillars of Indian development profile 2020 are as 

follows: 

1. A Nation where the rural and urban divide has 

reduced to a thin line. 

2. A Nation where there is an equitable distribution and 

adequate access to energy and quality water.  

3. A Nation where agriculture, industry and service 

sector work together in symphony.  
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4. A Nation where education with value system is not 

denied to any meritorious candidates because of 

societal or economic discrimination.  

5. A Nation, which is the best destination for the most 

talented scholars, scientists, and investors.  

6. A Nation where the best of health care is available to 

all. 

7. A Nation where the governance is responsive, 

transparent and corruption free. 

8. A Nation where poverty has been totally eradicated, 

illiteracy removed and crimes against women and 

children are absent and none in the society feels 

alienated.  

9. A Nation that is prosperous, healthy, secure, devoid of 

terrorism, peaceful and happy and continues with a 

sustainable growth path. 

10. A Nation that is one of the best places to live in and is 

proud of its leadership.  

 
Integrated Action for developed India 

To achieve the distinctive profile of India, we have the 

mission of transforming India into a developed nation. We 

have identified five areas where India has a core competence 

for integrated action: (1) Agriculture and food processing (2) 

Education and Healthcare (3) Information and Communication 

Technology (4) Reliable and Quality Electric power, Surface 
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transport and Infrastructure for all parts of the country.  (5) 

Self-reliance in critical technologies. These five areas are 

closely inter-related and by progressing in a coordinated way, 

leading to food, economic and national security.  

I have given you, how you have to transform yourself to 

meet the professional challenges as system technologist and 

contribute in realizing any one or more of the ten pillars that I 

have described.  

Friends, please look carefully at each of the pillars. You 

will find some interesting challenge. All of them require 

convergence of disciplines and technologies. In an engineering 

system level, optimization of systems takes place with the 

targets of performance, cost and schedule. In the case of 

human body, ultimately decisions will involve the overall well 

being. In the case of the nation, the best decisions happen 

when everyone puts the nation above himself or herself. The 

other important aspect is the confidence that innovations can 

be done and changes can be brought out for the better. The 

third aspect is, while technologies will be developed and 

human welfare will be enabled, lasting peace and prosperity 

will happen only through development of enlightened 

citizenship. Every individual is responsible for practicing and 

spreading the message of enlightened citizenship.  

Let me start with convergence of technologies. 
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Convergence of Technologies  

The information technology and communication 

technology have already converged leading to Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT). Information Technology 

combined with bio-technology has led to bio-informatics. 

Similarly, Photonics is grown out from the labs to converge 

with classical Electronics and Microelectronics to bring in new 

high speed options in consumer products. Flexible and 

unbreakable displays using thin layer of film on transparent 

polymers have emerged as new symbols of entertainment and 

media tools. Now, Nano-technology has come in. It is the field 

of the future that will replace microelectronics and many fields 

with tremendous application potential in the areas of 

medicine, electronics and material science. I am sure about 

the use of nano-robot for drug delivery. When Nano technology 

and ICT meet, integrated silicon electronics, photonics are 

born and it can be said that material convergence will happen. 

With material convergence and biotechnology linked, a new 

science called Intelligent Bioscience will be born which would 

lead to a disease free, happy and more intelligent human 

habitat with longevity and high human capabilities.  

Convergence of bio-nano-info technologies can lead to the 

development of nano robots. Nano robots when they are 

injected into a patient, my expert friends say, it will diagnose 

and deliver the treatment exclusively in the affected area and 

then the nano-robot gets digested as it is a DNA based 
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product.  I saw the product sample in one of the labs in South 

Korea where best of minds with multiple technology work with 

a target of finding out-of-the-box solution. 

 

My experience in Harvard University: Convergence of 

science is reciprocating. Let me give an example. Recently, I 

was in the Harvard University where I visited laboratories of 

many eminent professors from the Harvard School of 

Engineering and Applied Sciences. I recall, how Professor 

Hongkun Park, showed me his invention of nano needles, 

which can pierce and deliver content into individual targeted 

cells. That’s how nano particle sciences is shaping the bio 

sciences. Then I met Professor Vinod Manoharan, who showed 

on the other hand bio sciences is in turn shaping nano 

material science as well. He is using DNA material to design 

self assembling particles. When particular type of DNA is 

applied on a particle at the atomic level, he is able to generate 

a prefixed behavior and automatic assembly from them. This 

could be our answer to self assembly of devices and colonies in 

deep space without human intervention as envisioned by Dr K 

Erik Drexler. Thus, within a single research building, I saw 

how two different sciences are shaping each other without any 

iron curtain between the technologists. This reciprocating 

contribution of sciences to one another is going to shape our 

future and industry needs to be ready for it.  The curriculum 
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designers of Shiv Nadar University may like to take this aspect 

into account while formulating new courses. 

 Now, a new trend is emerging. The aspect being 

introduced is that of Ecology. Globally, the demand is shifting 

towards development of sustainable systems which are 

technologically superior. This is the new dimension of the 21st 

century knowledge society, where science and environment 

will go together. Thus the new age model would be a four 

dimensional bio-nano-info-eco based.  

Let us take another example, how governance is enriched 

by information networks and technologies. They enhance 

efficiency, instant connectivities, better cross reference and 

transparency. They enable the unreached to be reached. There 

are plenty of opportunities in this area for entrepreneurship of 

individuals and small organization working along with 

Government, private sector and large organizations. Of course 

many older processes of working together need to be re-

engineered for speed, efficiency and transparency. When 

technologies and systems converge, obviously one important 

aspect is “systems thinking and implementation”. 

Friends, any establishment, any organization, you will be 

joining or you create, your own enterprise becoming an 

employment generator, always one demand that will come in 

front of you, that is: the experience of system design, system 

integration, and system management of the assignment or the 

task to be undertaken by you.  I would like to present my 
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experience of learning system design, system integration and 

system management while I was studying aeronautical 

engineering in MIT, Chennai, (1954-57) during the third year 

of my course.  

 

Learning integrated system design 

I was assigned a project to design a low-level attack 

aircraft together with six other colleagues.  I was given the 

responsibility of system design and system integration by 

integrating the team members. Also, I was responsible for 

aerodynamic and structural design of the project. The other 

five of my team took up the design of propulsion, control, 

guidance, avionics and instrumentation of the aircraft.  My 

design teacher Prof. Srinivasan, the then Director of MIT, was 

our guide. He reviewed the project and declared my work to be 

gloomy and disappointing. He didn’t lend an ear to my 

difficulties in bringing together data base from multiple 

designers. I asked for a month’s time to complete the task, 

since I had to get the inputs from five of my colleagues without 

which I cannot complete the system design. Prof. Srinivasan 

told me "Look, young man, today is Friday afternoon. I give you 

three days time. By Monday morning, if I don’t get the 

configuration design, your scholarship will be stopped." I had a 

jolt in my life, as scholarship was my lifeline, without which    

I cannot continue with my studies. There was no other way 

out but to finish the task. My team felt the need for working 
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together round the clock. We didn’t sleep that night, working 

on the drawing board skipping our dinner. On Saturday, I took 

just an hour’s break. On Sunday morning, I was near 

completion, when I felt someone’s presence in my laboratory. 

It was Prof. Srinivasan studying my progress. After looking at 

my work, he patted and hugged me affectionately. He had 

words of appreciation: "I knew I was putting you under stress 

and asking you to meet a difficult deadline. You have done 

great job in system design”.   

Through this review mechanism Prof Srinivasan, really 

injected the necessity of understanding the value of time by 

each team member and brought out engineering education has 

to lead system design, system integration and system 

management. I realized that if something is at stake, the 

human minds get ignited and the working capacity gets 

enhanced manifold. That’s what exactly happened. This is one 

of the techniques of building talent. The message is that young 

in the organization, whatever is their specialization, be trained 

to systems approach and projects, which will prepare them for 

new products, innovation and undertaking higher 

organizational responsibilities.  Friends, you should get ready 

to acquire knowledge in an integrated way for using multiple 

disciplines towards product development and its management. 

On this occasion, I have one suggestion, Can you consider 

establishing of a forum in the University with all departments, 

students, administration and parents to identify technological 
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research to move forward towards “India development 

profile 2020”. This may lead to several projects with specific 

targets for sustainable development in the neighbourhood of 

this University. Education system in Shiv Nadar University 

should concentrate on developing the spirit among the 

students “I can do it”.   

Dear friends, let me take you to the type of society we are 

entering and challenges. 

The knowledge society in 21st century 
 

The world in the 21st century will be a knowledge based 

society with multiple opportunities. I was reading a book, 

“Empires of the Mind” by Denis Waitley. This book gives, what 

type of the new world which we are facing now? What was 

yesterday and what is today. I have modified certain points of 

the author to suit our conditions. I have also added a third 

line which relates to action of educational institutes. 

It specially says that “what worked yesterday, won’t 
work today”.    

 
1. Yesterday – natural resources defined power 

Today - knowledge is power 
Educational Institutions will be a powerhouse for 
knowledge 

 
2. Yesterday - Hierarchy was the model 

Today- synergy is the mandate 
Educational Institutions will be enabler of 
intersection of multiple faculties towards mission 
goals 
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3. Yesterday – leaders commanded and controlled 
Today – leaders empower and coach 
Potential Leaders will be empowered through 
exposure to the needs of sustainable development 

 
4. Yesterday - shareholders came first 

Today – customers come first 
Education should inculcate sensitivity to “customer” 
needs 
 

5. Yesterday - employees took order 
Today – teams make decision 

 Educational Institutions can inject team spirit 
 
6. Yesterday - seniority signified status 

Today – creativity drive status 
Educational Institutions is the breeding environment 
for creativity 
 

7. Yesterday – production determined availability 
Today – Competitiveness is the key         
Competitiveness is powered by research and 
university has to have the motto of “teaching-
research-teaching” 

8. Yesterday - value was extra 
Today – value is everything 
Objective Value judgment to be introduced in 
education 
 

9. Yesterday – everyone was a competitor 
Today – everyone is a customer 
Educated customer is also from Educational 
Institutions 

 
10. Yesterday - profits were earned through expediency 

Today – Work with integrity and succeed with integrity.  

  Education with value system is the need of the hour. 
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Conclusion 

Finally, I would like to ask you, what would you like to be 

remembered for? You have to evolve yourself and shape your 

life. You should write it on a page. That page may be a very 

important page in the book of human history. And you will be 

remembered for creating that one page in the history of the 

nation – whether that page is the page of invention, the page of 

innovation or the page of discovery or the page of creating 

societal change or a page of removing the poverty or the page 

of fighting injustice or planning for better water management. 

  

Dear Friends, I would like to recall a great clarion call of 

indomitable spirit, which was given by Sir C V Raman, at the 

age of 82. The message is still reverberating in my mind: “I 

would like to tell the young men and women before me not to 

lose hope and courage. Success can only come to you by 

courageous devotion to the task lying in front of you. I can 

assert without fear of contradiction that the quality of the 

Indian mind is equal to the quality of any Teutonic, Nordic or 

Anglo-Saxon mind. What we lack is perhaps courage, what we 

lack is perhaps driving force, which takes one anywhere. We 

have, I think, developed an inferiority complex. I think what is 

needed in India today is the destruction of that defeatist spirit. 

We need a spirit of victory, a spirit that will carry us to our 

rightful place under the sun, a spirit, which will recognize that 

we, as inheritors of a proud civilization, are entitled to a 
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rightful place on this planet. If that indomitable spirit were to 

arise, nothing can hold us from achieving our rightful destiny." 

My best wishes to all the members of Shiv Nadar 

University in the mission of producing life long learners who 

will be well adjusted and become great contributors of our 

societal transformation. 

 May God bless you.  

Oath for the Youth 
1 I will have a goal and work hard to achieve that goal.   

I realize that small aim is a crime. 
2 I will work with integrity and succeed with integrity.  
3 I will be a good member of my family, a good member 

of the society, a good member of the nation and a good 
member of the world.   

4 I will always try to save or better someone's life, 
without any discrimination of caste, creed, language 
religion or state. Wherever I am, a thought will always 
come to my mind. That is “What can I give?”   

5 I will always protect and enhance the dignity of every 
human life without any bias.  

6 I will always remember the importance of time. My 
motto will be “Let not my winged days, be spent in 
vain”.  

7 I will always work for clean home, clean planet Earth 
and clean energy.   

8 As a youth of my nation, I will work and work with 
courage to achieve success in all my tasks and enjoy 
the success of others. 

9 I am as young as my faith and as old as my doubt. 
Hence, I will light up then, the lamp of faith in my 
heart.  

10 My National Flag flies in my heart and I will bring glory 
to my nation.  
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Address and interaction with the  
Students of VidyaGyan School  

Bulandshahr 
19 October 2011 

 

I will fly and fly   
 

Learning blossoms creativity 
  

 I am delighted to address and interact with the students 

of VidyaGyan School, Bulandshahr. My greetings to the 

members of Shiv Nadar foundation, faculty members, 

Students, and Staff of VidyaGyan School. I am also happy to 

know that the students of VidyaGyan School Sitapur are also 

participating in this programme through video conferencing. 

This power of technology should be extended to many schools 

in this region where we may not have adequate member of 

quality teachers. I appreciate the vision of Shiv Nadar 

foundation in establishing quality schools with necessary 

infrastructure and teaching faculty to offer the best of the 

education to the students coming from economically weaker 

section of the society. Now let me share with you some 

thoughts on I will fly and fly. 

 

Criteria for achievement for youth 

How does achievement come? There are four proven 

steps; having an aim in life before 20 years of age, acquiring 

knowledge continuously, hard work towards the aim and 

perseverance to defeat the problem and succeed. In this 
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connection let me recall famous verses of 13th century Persian 

Sufi poet Jalaluddin Rumi: 

 

Wings to Fly 

“You were born with potential.  
You were born with goodness and trust.  
You were born with ideas and dreams.  

You were born with greatness.  
You were born with wings.  

You are not meant for crawling,  
so don’t, you have wings.  
Learn to use them to fly.”  

- Jalaluddin Rumi 

- 13th Century Persian Sufi Poet  

 

My message to you, young friends, is that education gives 

you wings to fly. Achievement comes out of fire in our        

sub-conscious mind that “I will win”.  So, each one of you 

assembled here and elsewhere, will have “Wings of Fire”. The 

Wing of Fire will indeed lead to knowledge which will make you 

to fly as a Doctor, or an Engineer, or a scientist, or a teacher, 

or a political leader, or a bureaucrat or a diplomat or anything 

you want to be.  You all from this school can do it.    

Knowledge and its dimensions 

Dear children, when you leave your schools, a great 

friend is accompanying you. Who is that friend? That friend is 

- knowledge. Now, I am going to give the knowledge equation.  

Knowledge = Creativity + Righteousness + Courage 

Creativity 
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“Learning gives creativity 
Creativity leads to thinking 

Thinking provides knowledge 
Knowledge makes you great” 

  
 The next component of knowledge is righteousness.  
Righteousness is described in a divine hymn. 
   

Righteousness 
 

Where there is righteousness in the heart 
There is beauty in the character. 

When there is beauty in the character, 
there is harmony in the home. 

When there is harmony in the home. 
There is an order in the nation. 

When there is order in the nation, 
There is peace in the world. 

 
Now the question is: How do we inculcate the 

righteousness in the heart. In my opinion, there are three 
sources which can build a youth with righteousness in the 
heart. One is mother, second is father in a spiritual 
environment and the third and the most important is the 
teacher, particularly primary school teacher.  
  

The third component is courage, which is defined as 
follows: 

                     
Courage 
 
Courage to think different, 
Courage to invent, 
Courage to travel into an unexplored path, 
Courage to discover the impossible, 
Courage to combat the problems and succeed, 
are the unique qualities of the youth.  
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As a youth of my nation, I will work and work with 
courage to achieve success in all the missions. 

     

Wherefrom you will acquire knowledge? Home, good 

books, teachers and teaching environment, coming into 

contact with good human beings, teaching websites in 

internet. When the schools teach the students to use the 

knowledge with creativity, righteousness and courage, nation 

will have large number of empowered and enlightened citizens, 

which is vital for the growth of the individual, growth of the 

family, growth of nation and promotion of peace in the world.  

Since, I am in the midst of the youth of this region, I 

would like you present my visualization of what type of India 

you would be in, after your educational endeavors.  

Distinctive profile of the nation 

1. A Nation where the rural and urban divide has reduced 

to a thin line.  

2. A Nation where there is an equitable distribution and 

adequate access to energy and quality water. 

3. A Nation where agriculture, industry and service sector 

work together in symphony.  

4. A Nation where education with value system is not 

denied to any meritorious candidates because of 

societal or economic discrimination.  

5. A Nation which is the best destination for the most 

talented scholars, scientists, and investors.  
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6. A Nation where the best of health care is available to all.  

7. A Nation where the governance is responsive, 

transparent and corruption free.  

8. A Nation where poverty has been totally eradicated, 

illiteracy removed and crimes against women and 

children are absent and none in the society feels 

alienated. 

9. A Nation that is prosperous, healthy, secure, devoid of 

terrorism, peaceful and happy and continues with a 

sustainable growth path. 

10.  A Nation that is one of the best places to live in and is    

proud of its leadership. 

 

Integrated Action for developed India 

To achieve the distinctive profile of India, we have the 

mission of transforming India into a developed nation. We 

have identified five areas where India has a core competence 

for integrated action:  (1) Agriculture and food processing       

(2) Education and Healthcare (3) Information and 

Communication Technology   (4) Infrastructure: Reliable and 

Quality Electric power, Surface transport and Infrastructure 

for all parts of the country and (5) Self reliance in critical 

technologies.  These five areas are closely inter-related and 

progressing in a coordinated way, leading to food, economic 

and national security. I would suggest members of VidyaGyan 

School to plan a PURA (Providing Urban amenities in Rural 
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Areas) complex covering 30 to 40 villages in the 

neighbourhood of Bulandshahr by providing physical 

connectivity, electronic connectivity and knowledge 

connectivity leading to economic connectivity. Such a 

programme of VidyaGyan School in partnership with Shiv 

Nadar University will provide hands on experience to the 

students and faculty members in social upliftment tasks. 

 

Dear young friends, when you are completing your 

secondary education from VidyaGyan School, you would have 

been blessed with knowledge with its three components and 

capacities to have great aim in life, that will make you to flying 

in life.  Now I am going to give few great personalities who 

made a change in the world, one with the determination to 

succeed in difficult circumstances, another with great heart 

for a beautiful green environment.  

 

Birth of Creativity in a difficult situation 

Mario Capecchi had a difficult and challenging childhood. 

For nearly four years, Capecchi lived with his mother in a 

chalet in the Italian Alps. When World War II broke out, his 

mother, along with other Bohemians, was sent to Dachau as a 

political prisoner. Anticipating her arrest by the Gestapo, she 

had sold all her possessions and given the money to friends to 

help raise her son on their farm. In the farm, he had to grow 

wheat, harvest; take it to miller to be ground.  The money 
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which his mother left for him ran out.  At the age of four and 

half years, he started living in the streets, sometimes joining 

gangs of other homeless children, sometimes living in 

orphanages and most of the time hungry. He spent the last 

year in the city of Reggio Emelia, hospitalized for malnutrition 

where his mother found him on his ninth birthday after a year 

of searching. Within weeks, the Capecchi and his mother 

sailed to United States of America to join his uncle and aunt.  

He started his 3rd grade schooling afresh and started his 

education, interested in sports, studied political science. But 

he didn’t find interesting and changed into science, became a 

mathematics graduate in 1961 with a double major in Physics 

and Chemistry.  Although he liked Physics, its elegance and 

simplicity, he switched to molecular biology in graduate 

school, on the advice of James D Watson, who advised him 

that he should not be bothered about small things, since such 

pursuits are likely to produce only small answers. 

His objective was to do gene targeting. The experiments 

started in 1980 and by 1984, Capecchi had clear success. 

Three years later, he applied the technology to mice. In 1989, 

he developed the first mice with targeted mutations. The 

technology created by Doctor Capecchi allows researchers to 

create specific gene mutations anywhere they choose in the 

genetic code of a mouse. By manipulating gene sequences in 

this way, researchers are able to mimic human disease 

conditions on animal subjects. What the research of Mario 
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Capecchi means for human health is nothing short of 

amazing, his work with mice could lead to cures for 

Alzheimer’s disease or even Cancer. The innovations in 

genetics that Mario Capecchi achieved won him the Nobel 

Prize in 2007.  

Nobel laureate Capecchi life indeed is an example for the 

youth to succeed by overcoming difficult problems. Capecchi’s 

life reminds of a song from Pinocchio:-   

“When you wish upon a star, 
Makes no difference who you are 

Anything your heart desires 
Will come to you” 

 

Planting of trees is the planting of ideas 

Now I would like to talk about Prof Wangari Maathai, who 

has a passion for environment and bio-diversity and is 

contributing to the sustainable development and growth of 

planet Earth. Wangari Maathai Wangari Muta Maathai was 

born in Nyeri, Kenya (Africa) in 1940. She was the first woman 

in East and Central Africa to earn a doctorate degree and to 

become chair of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy and an 

Associate Professor. Wangari Maathai was active in the 

National Council of Women of Kenya and was its Chairman in 

1981-87, where she introduced the idea of planting trees with 

the people and continued to develop it into a broad-based, 

grassroots organization whose main focus is the planting of 

trees with women groups in order to conserve the environment 
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and improve their quality of life.  Through the Green Belt 

Movement that Nobel Laureate Prof Maathai has evolved 

innovatively a movement with 600 community networks across 

Kenya and branches in 20 countries resulting in the 

plantation of 31 million trees. She and the Green Belt 

Movement have received numerous awards, most notably The 

2004 Nobel Peace Prize.  

Prof Maathai gives a new meaning to the important act of 

planting a tree by extending it to the whole life, when she says, 

“the planting of trees is the planting of idea.”  She highlights 

the qualities of patience, persistence and commitment in 

planning and realizing a future, which is what we learn when 

we plant trees and wait for them to yield fruits for the next 

generation. She believes that no matter how dark the cloud, 

there is always a thin, silver lining, and that is what we must 

look for.  The silver lining will come, if not to us then to the 

next generation or the generation after that.  And may be with 

that generation, the lining will no longer be thin.  India values 

Prof Maathai’s involvement and contribution in furthering the 

relationship between India and Kenya and had the privilege of 

honouring her with the Jawaharlal Nehru Award for 

International Understanding for the year 2005. She concludes 

her Nobel Lecture on December 10, 2004 like this: quote, “As I 

conclude I reflect on my childhood experience when I would 

visit a stream next to our home to fetch water for my mother. I 

would drink water straight from the stream… I saw thousands 
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of tadpoles: black, energetic and wriggling through the clear 

water against the background of the brown earth. This is the 

world I inherited from my parents”. Prof. Mathaai would like 

all of us to preserve this inheritance. 

Clean environment 

Dear friends, as you may know the world is celebrating 

2011 as International Year of Chemistry.  You may like to 

review the process of photo-synthesis in the plant and tree 

family. “When the sun shines, the green plants breakdown 

water to get electrons and protons, use these particles to turn 

carbon-di-oxide into glucose and vent out oxygen as a waste 

product.” Each mature tree in a year absorbs 20 Kgs of 

carbon-di-oxide and transforms into wood and reinforces the 

branches of the tree, and releases 14 kg of Oxygen. To 

facilitate this, I would suggest all the students of VidyaGyan 

School to plant at-least 5 trees and nurture them in this 

campus. They may live and keep giving Oxygen to all of as for 

centuries. 

 

 

Let not thy winged days, be spent in vain   

As you all know, the earth rotates on its own axis once in 

a day having 24 hours or 1440 minutes or 86400 seconds. 

Earth itself orbits around the sun. It takes nearly one year for 

an orbit. With the completion of one rotation of earth around 

the sun, your age is added by one year as you are living on 
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planet earth.  Seconds fly, minutes fly, hours fly, days fly and 

years fly. We have no control over it. The only thing that we 

can do is, while the time flies, we can navigate the time. “Let 

not thy winged days, be spent in vain”.   

 

Conclusion:  

Dear friends, I have seen day by day how the India Vision 

2020 definitely inspires particularly the youth of the nation. 

Now I recall a situation in 1990 beginning when I was 

interacting with the youth of Ahmedabad, one girl asked me  

“When I can sing a song of India?”. The same spirit echoed 

everywhere during that time. But for the last 3 years, while 

interacted with the youth I could see the different voice. “What 

can I give it to the nation?”. But today, for the last few months, 

I have seen the transformation from the ignited minds of the 

youth that the spirit of “I can do it”. What a great 

transformation which I have seen in the ignited minds of the 

youth and also from the experienced people of India. So the 

boundary conditions for development are in place. I am sure, 

students of Vidyagyan School with the quality education 

system delivered by its teachers can become partners in the 

national development with the message that “I can do it”, “We 

can do it” and “India can do it”.  

 

My greetings and best wishes to all of you success in 

your educational mission. May God Bless you.   
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Oath for the Students 

11 I will have a goal and work hard to achieve that goal. I 

realize that small aim is a crime. 

12 I will work with integrity and succeed with integrity.  

13 I will be a good member of my family, a good member 

of the society, a good member of the nation and a good 

member of the world.   

14 I will always try to save or better someone's life, 

without any discrimination of caste, creed, language 

religion or state. Wherever I am, a thought will always 

come to my mind. That is “What can I give?”   

15 I will always protect and enhance the dignity of every 

human life without any bias.  

16 I will always remember the importance of time. My 

motto will be “Let not my winged days, be spent in 

vain”.  

17 I will always work for clean home, clean planet Earth 

and clean energy.   

18 As a youth of my nation, I will work and work with 

courage to achieve success in all my tasks and enjoy 

the success of others. 

19 I am as young as my faith and as old as my doubt. 
Hence, I will light up then, the lamp of faith in my 
heart.  

20 My National Flag flies in my heart and I will bring glory 
to my nation.  

 

 


